DURING YOUR STAY WE RECCOMEND TO VISIT

The wine seller

The Danube has been in centuries a rich and fertile
ground for the best types of grape and wine.
In the trace of that, numerous winemakers and
producers of alcohol drinks have joined together with
the goal of wine production. Thanks to them the town
of Vukovar has a supreme quality offer that can make
us all proud

Goldschmit
Unique surrounding, peace and quiet, the smell of
the Danube, the view on the vineyards, and the
immediate vicinity of the archeological locality
Vucedol vividly reflect the beauty and history of
this region. Close to the town center and in the
heat of Srijem, on the hilltops of the Fruška, in a
peaceful surroundings of the vineyards is located
the Goldschmit house.
The vineyard house Goldschmit, offers You the
possibility of enjoying in vine tasting and rich
Slavonian specialties It is decorated in the vintage
style, and there is a possibility to organize various
events and lunches.
In the house there is also a gift shop, where
besides the variety of souvenirs You can buy
various types of wine from the Vukovar-Srijem
county.
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Visit to the castle museum of Eltz (2 min walking distance from the hotel)
The City museum of Vukovar is founded in 1946. and the first permanent exhibition is opened in the 1948., with the help of
the first donation of the founder from Vukovar dr. Antun Bauer.
Until 1991. the Museum had four separate departments in separate buildings: The Town museum with homeland collections
in the castle Eltz, The collection Bauer and the Gallery of arts that has the most complete collection of modern Croatian arts,
in the building of the Diližan post office, the Memorial museum dedicated to the Nobel prize winner Lavoslav Ružicka in his
home and the Museum of the recent history in the Grand hotel. GRADSKI MUZEJ VUKOVAR IS NOMINATED FOR THE AWARD
OF THE EUROPEAN MUSEUM OF THE YEAR- EMYA 2016. Also is an award winner of the STILLETTO, which is given to the
museums that gives special care to include their local community in their work.

MAGENTA 1 VUKOVAR WATERBUS – ELECTRO-SOLAR TOURIST BOAT– THE SIGHTSEEING OF THE
TOWN FROM THE RIVER DANUBE

We recommend You the walk on
the Danube, the longest European
street… with the view of the town
and its sights: The Eltz castle, the
harbor, the Water tower, the
Gymnasium,
The Cross on the shore...
The Eco - friendly tourist
panoramic river boat is completely
in function of the eco-tourism…..

THE PROGRAM DURING THE SAIL:

The welcoming of the guests with the projection of the movie dedicated to Vukovar (the movie lasts 6-7 min and it shows
the Town during the 80-ies)






Greetings of the captain, with the information of the boat
Tourist guide talks about the sail route, the Danube… ca. 15 min
The guests are invited to the vine tasting of juice accompanied by the music „The blue Danube“
The serving of the chocolate praline
During the sail, the guests as a group can write a message, put it in a bottle and throw it into the Danube
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The baroque core of
Vukovar

Grand Hotel is the most known
example of monumental
historicist architecture. The
building was built by the big
landowner Paunović as a hotel,
Grand Hotel offered hospitality
services and had a theatre hall
as well. At that time the Labour
Movement was gaining
momentum in Vukovar and the
workers wanted to build a
workers’ hall, the workers had
formed the Cooperative
Workers’ Hall and began to raise
funds by selling the
cooperative’s shares; they
bought the Grand Hotel and
turned it into a Workers’ Hall.

It was built in 1913 at the
location of the former market
and it is one of the oldest
structures of that kind in
Croatia. Civil engineers J. Funtak
and Karlovsky built the structure
according to the plans made by
J. Banheyer. There is a drilled
well and underground water
tank under the water tower and
another tank on the top. The
Old Water Tower it is one of the
most recognisable motifs of old
Vukovar. Today it holds a
central place at the main square
in front of the Dunav hotel and
City Hall and soon it will be
adapted to house an
information centre.

The Baroque core of Vukovar is a
recognizable city view. The houses with the
baroque arches are located right and left in
the town center, and built in the Maria
Theresia style that in that period showed
economic power of the richer class of the
Vukovar citizens. Today the whole area is
protected as an urban and historic core. The
walk in the town starts right in the core of the
town. In the most significant buildings are
included: Grand hotel, the Nobel prize winner
house Lavoslav Ružicka, the Eltz castle.
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Vucedol culture museum (10 min drive from the hotel)
This is the unique museum in the world, dedicated to the prehistorical cultural phenomenon from the period of
endolithic, 3000- 2500 B.C., that at its peak took place from todays thirteen European countries. The culture has
been named by the eponymy locality Vucedol, one of the most significant archeological localities in Europe,
where is located the museum today.
For all visitors that wish to experience and discover the mystical history of Europe, the museum of Vucedol
culture offers the universe of discoveries and inspiration with its incomparable and unrepeatable combination of
the position, architecture, pleasant atmosphere and most of all historical value presented in the modern way.
With the expert guidance of our staff in the Museum, You can experience:
The first true Indo-European Vucedol house – the basket
The oldest prehistorical four wheel wagon
The oldest Indo-European calendar, based on the observation of the winter sky.
The prehistorical foundry that had the first serial production of metal.
The production of the first bronze in the world…

Jean-Michel Nicolier bridge

Jean Michel Nicolier,(by whom the bridge was names) French nationality has joined the Croatian defense forces,
after seeing the Civil war on the news. Even though he had a possibility to leave the town, after the occupation of
Vukovar, he has stayed with his combats. He was killed on the Ovcara ond the 2. November 1991.
In his memory from the 18. September 2014. the pedestrian bridge carries his name.
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The friendship bridge

The 50m long bridge is located in the center of Vukovar, and it is financed by the friend town Rijeka.
Bridge alone is a symbol of the connection of the two cities. Both of them are on the water (one is on the
Adriatic, and the other is on the Danube), they have big harbors, and also have rich history and culture. What
characterize the bridge next to the walking zone are the lights that shine different colors every hour that
symbolize merging and the road to the future.

Adica

Park forest Adica is located only 2 km from the town center, and it is the favorite place of the Vukovar citizens for
the walks, recreations and vacations. It is full of the walking paths, rich wooden training equipment, fitness
equipment and a climbing rock.
Biologically Adica is made from the hundreds of Years old mixed forest, surrounded by the swamp areas of the
river Vuka.
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Cycle route

Vukovar is the part of the cycle route EuroVelo 6, long the Danube that goes from the Atlantic to the Black sea.
The Danube cycling route passes through Croatia in the length of 138 km, and the path is significant by the
slivers that are a big challenge because of its height difference.
You can go on sightseeing with Your bike through the Slavonian straight grounds, nature park, or various natural
and cultural sights. As a support to this active vacation, in Vukovar has been placed few bike rests with tourist
and service information, and a possibility of the quick repair, also a garage for Your bikes.
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BAROQUE VUKOVAR

WINE SELLER
Udruga vukovarskih
vinogradara

BRIDGE JEAN-MICHEL NICOLIER
BAROQUE VUKOVAR, THE BRIDGE THAT CONNECTS SLAVONIJA
AND SRIJEM
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Small water tower
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